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Perceived frequency of traditional major news 
sources reporting fake news stories



Fake news?! 
We’re just  
getting started!





















VolatilityUncertaintyComplexityAmbiguityIt’s a world.



Volatility

Uncertainty

Complexity

Ambiguity



Vibrant

Unreal

Crazy

Astounding



We’re living  
in fascinating 
times!



Does anybody know this guy?!
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Technology is shaping our lives



Technology is shaping our livesTechnology is shaping our lives 
whether we like it or not!
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Police land Amazon Echo data in quest to solve murder
March 7, 2017



But technology has been shaping our lives for over decades!



Marshall McLuhan

“We shape our tools,  
and (later) our tools shape us”

1967



“We shape our tools,  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“We shape our tools,  
and (later) our tools shape us”



Although we might  
want to change  
some of these  
new habits?!
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…we ain’t seen nothing yet!
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…we ain’t seen nothing yet!

7.2B pop. 
2dev./person

8B pop.  
10 dev./person



The internet will disappear!

“When everything is connected,  
the internet as we know it will be gone. You 
won’t need to push a button (safari, explorer)  
anymore to be online. Connectivity will be 
like oxygen: all around!”



Humans are becoming  
digital



The entire context is  
becoming digital



Humans are becoming  
hybrid



The evolution of society and technology and its 
impact on behavior, expectations and customs. 

Digital Darwinism



welcome to  
the new world



welcome to  
the new world 

Prensky, 2001 

of digital natives



welcome to  
the new world 

Prensky, 2001 “A person born or brought up during the 
age of digital technology and so familiar 
with computers and the Internet from 
an early age.”

of digital natives



So they are digital immigrants then?



Natives vs immigrants 

When nothing is occupying my attention,  
the first thing I do is reach for my phone. 

18 to 24 65+

77% 10%

I check my phone at least every 30min.

% agree

52% 6%

The last thing I do before I go to bed is 
check my phone. 73% 18%

I often us other devices while watching TV. 79% 42%

I watch more TV programs through catch-up 
streamed TV than live. 74% 13%

source: Microsoft research - Canada (2015)



The demographical generation guide 



The digital generation guide

“What I have works fine,  
I don’t get all the internet stuff”

Classic Generation



The digital generation guide

“I like some of this digital stuff,  
 I just need someone to show me”

Converted Generation



The digital generation guide

“I can’t imagine my life without being connected”

Digital Generation



The digital generation guide

Rupture Generation
“Why can’t I swipe? I don’t want to wait!”



Intergenerational conflict 
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IN-generation conflict 



IN-generation conflict 



Which generation are you?



Generation

welcome to  
the new world

meet



Gen C is a powerful new force in consumer culture. 

 
65% is under 35, but they span generations  
empowered by technology. 

Google Meet gen C - 2013



Everybody can be a member of Gen C, 

wether you’re born as a member of Gen X, Y or Z as long as 
they choose to act like ‘digital natives’ who love digital media.



They are familiar with technology.



They rely on mobile communication.



They want to remain in contact.



They are content centric.



They want experiences.



They have love brands.



They seek control over their world.



They look for balance in  
personalisation and privacy.



They have a new hierarchy of needs….



1943 - Maslow 2013 - …

connection

battery


